
  
  

Cookie Policy      https://www.2g-r.it/| 
Art. 13 – GDPR 2016/679 

REV. 02 del 09/11/2018 

COOKIE POLICY FOR THE WEBSITE 

Data Controller: 2GR di Gobbi Luciano & C snc 

Registered office: Via A. Verzelloni CORREGGIO 42015 (RE) 

Contacts: info@2g-r.com, 0522 694935 

The Data Controller is responsible for the legitimate and proper use of your personal data and may be 

contacted for any information or requests regarding this processing. 

COOKIE 

What are they 

A cookie is a file that is downloaded to your computer, tablet, smartphone or other terminal device 

(hereinafter, the "Device") when you access a web page or application. 

Cookies make it possible to store and retrieve information on browsing habits or the device from which the 

device from which the user is accessing, generally in an anonymous form and, depending on the information 

they contain, if the latter is previously registered, in order to recognise him as a user or customer. The 

information relates to the number of pages visited, language, location of access, number of new users, 

frequency and repetition of visits, duration of visit, browser or device through which you are connected 

device through which you connect. 

What cookies does this site use? 

This site uses so-called "Technical" cookies for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a 

communication on an electronic network, or to the extent strictly necessary for the provider of an explicitly 

provided service.  

Cookies of this type are necessary for the proper functioning of certain areas of the site and include: 

 
- Session Cookies, also destroyed immediately after closing the browser; 
- Persistent Cookies, which are not destroyed immediately after closing the browser, but 

remain until a preset expiry date. 

These cookies avoid the use of other IT techniques that could potentially prejudice the confidentiality of users' 

browsing confidentiality of users' browsing and do not allow the acquisition of user identification data. In the 

absence of these cookies, the site or certain portions of it may not function properly. Therefore, they are always 

used, regardless of the user's preferences. 

SESSION COOKIES NOT deactivable 

Name Domain 
_ gat_gtag_UA_204043427_1 .2g-r.it 

PERSISTENT COOKIES NOT deactivable 

Name 
gid 

ga 

Domain 
.2g-r.it 

Lifespan (days) Content 
_ 1 GA1.2.1533105381.1629185041 

GA1.2.568111994.1629185041 _ .2g-r.it 730 

730 _ ga_4GZQ8XX17D .2g-r.it GS1.1.1629185041.1.1.1629185049.0 



  
  

Third-party cookies 

These cookies are used to collect information on the use of the Site by users in an anonymous form such as: 

pages visited, time spent, traffic origins, geographical origin, age, gender and interests for marketing campaigns. 

These cookies are sent from third party domains domains outside the Site. 

 PERSISTENT THIRD-PARTY COOKIES 

Lifespan (days) 

Deactivable 

Name Domain Content 

0 9ANRZuj7fJtqsUnykgYNy2NqiC- 
_ GRECAPTCHA www.google.com 180 ySEtbGC3PLrGWAaO4pCOoSHR3hDf3GoCQHi- 

wOqQxPDQiufhngWAAQ6JLbr18 

Cookies to integrate third-party software products and functions 

This type of cookie integrates functionalities developed by third parties within the pages of the Site such as 

icons and preferences expressed in social networks for the purpose of sharing site content or for the use of third 

party software services (such as map generation software and other software offering services). These cookies 

are sent from third party domains and partner sites that offer their functionality between the pages of the Site.  

 

THIRD-PARTY DOMAINS THAT MAY INSTALL COOKIES Disattivabili 

Domain 

www.google.com 

google.com 

Algorithm 

Installed Cookie 
Can install cookies 

The user is free to configure his or her privacy settings in relation to the installation and use of Cookies at any 

time, directly through his navigation program (browser) by consulting the reference links and following the 

relevant instructions. 

Mozilla Firefox: https://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Eliminare%20i%20cookie 

Internet Explorer: https://support.microsoft.com/it-it/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-delete- 

manage-cookies 

Google Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it 

Safari: https://support.apple.com/it-it 

The user can set up "private browsing", whereby his or her browser stops storing the history of the sites visited, 

any passwords entered, cookies and other information about the pages visited and other information about the 

pages visited. 

Please note that if you decide to disable all cookies, the quality and speed of the services offered by this website 

may deteriorate and you may lose access to certain sections of the website. 

Social button 

One or more social buttons are present on this site, linking users to our page. For the privacy treatment related 

to such navigation, please refer entirely to the respective Privacy Policy reference. 



  
 

- 

- 

FACEBOOK: https://it-it.facebook.com/privacy/explanation 

INSTAGRAM: https://help.instagram.com/519522125107875 

- YOUTUBE: https://policies.google.com/privacy?hl=it 

This notice has been drawn up in the name and on behalf of https://www.2g-r.it/ by 01 s.r.l. services 

privacy www.01privacy.it 


